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1. Topic
The main objectives of the project are:






Analyze private bicycle mobility in the city and collect data (i.e. using GPS on
smartphones) that can be used to direct investments on infrastructure and mobility
(particularly on bike lanes);
Collect data and info about traffic, road conditions and air pollution by installing sensors
on the existing cycles of the public bike sharing service, to have real-time data that citizen
and government (such as the Regional Agency for the Protection of the Environment) can
share and use every day;
Explore the way these information could be integrate on existing public database or open
platform, to support the local government planning in creating an integrated system for
smart mobility (already scheduled for development in the coming years) that could give
citizens the possibility to use any public transportation system (bus, bike sharing, car
sharing, metro) using a unique smart card or other technologies, and real-time information
on mobile and web apps, to improve a sustainable and green mobility.

2. Where and What
City of Turin (Italy) had a significant increase in cyclist and bike mobility in the recent years [1][2].
The city is built for the most on a plain terrain, have a roman (squared) organization of the streets,
and if you trace a circle from the center of the city by a 6 Km of ray, you include in the area the
80% of the urban territory: a research demonstrate that moving on bike in our city for a less than 6
Km path, is more efficient and quickie than using cars.

[Turin map - Source: NokiaMaps]
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Turin has a lot of tree-lined boulevards and it is located near hills and in the conjunction of three
rivers, surrounded by public parks: it has one of the highest percentage of public green (15.6% of
total) in the 25 greatest Italian cities (>250.000 inhabitants), but in the same time the worst result
in number of days per year (115) in which air pollution exceeds the safety threshold (i.e. PM10 <
50 µg/m³). [3]
The use of bikes and public transport (instead of cars) can help in reducing the air pollution
problem (as the use of cars has an incidence of 60% on the air pollution).

[A typical tree-lined boulevard - Source: GoogleMaps]

In the last years, the city government has been more focused on environmental issues and in the
social benefits that green mobility can offer: local authorities has approved a Plan [4] - the last on
2013 - for creating bike lanes, and it has co-financed the bike sharing, the car sharing, the use of
natural gas powered bus. [5]
Anyway, focusing on bike mobility, it seems to be many problems and inefficiencies in the
planning of integrated structures: the bike lanes are not connected, have problems in continuity
or promiscuity with roads for vehicles or pedestrians, and so on.
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[in this example, the bike lane, highlighted in red, is interrupted and intersects several busy roads.
Source: Google Maps]

Urban bike lanes are formerly 175km long [6], but are not so used, in favor of streets, with dangers
for the bikers: why? Which are the paths that bikers actually use? Using GPS on smartphones, this
project can help in understanding real needs of the cyclists and so improve the infrastructure
investment and the bikers safety.
The public bike sharing service [7] has grown in users, bike and stations by 500% in the last three
years (1.787.000 single rides in 2013), and the system could gain more users, if using bike on an
efficient lane could be really the more efficient system to move quickly and safely in the city.
Moreover, bike sharing users only are near 13.000 per day. It means that a lot of bikes moves
around the city for a long time during the day: if equipped with an appropriate set of sensors,
they could automatically collect data on air pollution, giving real-time information to users and
city agencies that manage the environment protection system [10] and the traffic lights and public
transport system [8][9].
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Who was engaged?
The first step was to engage activists and volunteers in biker associations. The main objective
were:
-

collect information about existing researches and studies, developed within bikers social
networks;
exchange information and ideas;
make groups aware of the existence of the project.

In Turin there are various biker associations. One of the largest in number of subscribers is "Bike
Pride" [11]. This association has already made some research on bike mobility, with particular
attention to issues related to infrastructure and safety [12].
Also other associations have already done some researches on that topic, that are useful to
generate some innovative ideas to improve the infrastructures (or suggestions for the creation of
new infrastructures) such as the example mentioned above.
The following is a sample of collected data: an excerpt from the document in Ref [13]. It suggest a
simple solution to create low-cost and safe bike lanes in the existing boulevards reorganizing the
available spaces and avoiding illegal (and dangerous for bikers) behaviors like parking cars in noparking zones.
[Source of the following images: Ciclabililowcost2012_ottobre.pdf, Bike Pride]
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So, the next activity was to organize, tag and integrate all the information coming in different
formats into a database that will be published in the project web portal, so every citizen can
query and analyze data through a web interface and can participate with its own contribution.
Unfortunately there's not a single standard to store this kind of information, so a relational
database with an open schema was generated to manage this data.
Actually, the database schema is complete, but not all the collected data was analyzed yet and
loaded... it needs more time.

Then was the time to collect information on existing technologies for design a portable sensor kit
that should installed on bike sharing system. In that research I've engaged some friends that work
as engineers in a company that operates in the field of technological solutions for environmental
and safety applications, with particular focus on sensors and simulations.
Their contribution was fundamental to identify some issues related to particular topics in
portable sensors, such as calibrations.
In this activity, we identify some set of sensors that can be integrated in the bike (and in the bike
stations) to collect air pollution data on the move.
Moreover, in Ref. [17-20] you can find some sources for international research project on this
topic; in particular the report in [20] is a review of European air quality projects based on new
sensing technologies, with interesting conclusions, while in [21] there are some reference on the
Copenhagen Wheel project (interesting for the integrated sensor solution).
The following images are some example of sensors that can be used for the sensor kit.

[NODE+CO2 is a portable and modular sensor kit
http://shop.variableinc.com/products/multiple-platform-node]

for

Carbon

Dioxide.

Source:
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[A sample of a little CO2 gas sensor module, which can be integrated in various systems. Source:
http://sandboxelectronics.com]

How
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the first activity was to collect data on:
-

existing researches on bike mobility in our city to collect solution, ideas and suggestion
provided;
information on portable sensors for N2O, CO2, PM10 and other types of pollutions.

The first set of data was in different formats (report, spreadsheets, comments on blogs and so on):
so all these data was organized and reassembled in a database.
This database can be used as a backend repository for a web application, so citizens can retrieve
information and improve the dataset with its own contributions. Moreover, further data mining
can be done by research institution (i.e. the City Council) over this database, to retrieve some
useful information for improving the city infrastructures.
The second activity was about collecting some information (and detect related issues) about
portable sensors, to design a portable sensor kit.
These sensors could be installed on the bikes of the public bike sharing system to track and collect
data on air pollution on the move. Turin Bike Sharing system (ToBike) has about 13.000 users per
day, with about 1.000 shared bikes and 100 stations.
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The sensor kit could hold: a GPS, a CO2 sensor, a N2O sensor, a rechargeable battery and a small
micro SD card mounted on a single board microcontroller.
The GPS register the position, and also is useful in contrasting thieves (in the last years many bikes
have been stolen).
The CO2 and N2O gas sensor can collect data with a resolution of 1 minute or less. Just with this
cadence, the sensors could collect 1440 measurement each day, some of them in various points of
the urban territory (for real time analysis), some of them in the same place (for analysis on the
same place over time) - where the bike is hooked in the station.
The kit could costs from 150 to 250 Euro each. If installed on 50-100 bikes the amount of data
collected in one year could be very big and with a good resolution.
The battery can be recharged automatically when the bike is hooked on the station. Every station
is already connected with a central control unit that collect data on available bike in every station
(this data are available from website and mobile app), so the collected data on pollution could be
transferred from the internal memory storage to the central database when the bike is hooked.
Moreover, if some data retrieved at the same moment from two bikes on the same station
significantly differs, it could be considered as a signal that one of the sensor kits needs
recalibration or maintenance.
All these data could be collected on another public database useful to monitoring air pollution,
that can be accessed from citizens and also from public research institution (i.e. ARPA [10]).

[Bikes at the station - Source: my own]
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[Bikes at the station - Source: my own]

[ToBike App for Android - Source https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.torino.bike]
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The last activity is monitoring of private bikers routes. As stated before, these data are useful to
improve and direct the investments on infrastructure, and to overcome the problems in
integration of infrastructures we mentioned in previous paragraphs.
Bikers who want to participate in the collection of these data can download an application for
mobile device that, based on the GPS inside their smartphones, register the routes and send it to
the central open database, anonymously (data can be encrypted; no need for registration to
participate, nor furnish personal information).
A web application can be a portal for retrieve, analyze and modify data.
This is only a prototype of course: an evolution of this platform can be planned for future steps,
with the goal of enrich user experience and engaging more users.
For example, the app could request user registration, so the user can join groups and keep in
touch with other people with the same interests (creation of a social network and a community).
At the same time, the platform could give users more features, such as the storing of the routes,
the creation of blogs for sharing contents, and so on, creating an habitat not only for sharing
information and experiences but attractive also for business (i.e. user profiled advertising) that can
contribute to financially support the overall platform.
Finally, a gamification system could be implemented on the top of the platform to improve
engagement and behaviour change, enlarging the user base and informing more people about
environmental sustainability issues. [16]
The following is an excerpt from the mobile app mockup, a prototype that I'm developing for
Android devices.
The app will offer the following features:
-

-

Let's go: start a new ride, recording position, time, current and average speed
My routes: history of recorded routes, displaying the path on the map, date, time and
speed.
Suggest a route: calculate a path to a destination, using the bike routes of the city where
possibile.
Upload data: upload data encrypted and anonymously. Only generic info are uploaded, not
the user personal data (as stated before, a possible evolution is to request user to register
to the web site, profiling it, and give the possibility to upload personal data on blogs,
retrieve further info and so on)
Quest: connect to web portal to have a quest on some topics, retrieve useful information,
watch videos on some website topics (air pollution, bikers meetings, etc.)
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Here are some snapshots from the prototype:
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Key Design Elements
The key design elements of the project are:
- data collection from various sources (private bikers, bike sharing users, bike associations) and on
various topics (infrastructure improvements and problems, bike routes, air pollution) that can be
organized in open databases and seen as layers for OpenStreetMap [14][15], like OpenCycleMap
[16].
- a web application to create a social network, a community to share ideas and experience on the
same topics, that can contribute to solve the problems inherent bike mobility and air pollution,
and improve the system itself.
- a mobile app to engage citizens and collect data on bike routes.
- a portable sensor kit to be installed on bike-sharing system bikes to collect data on routes and
pollution.

Final product
The project requires the help and the engagement of multiple expertise to be fully deployed. In
this phase can be considered as a sort of feasibility study.
This paper represents the report for the TechniCity 2014 Course final assignment, reporting the
activities carried out so far, such as the data collection, the database design, the concept of the
overall platform and the design of the mobile app.
Moreover, an infographic that visually resumes the topics of the project is released as final
product
(TOFlow_Infographic.jpg,
also
available
at
https://infograph.venngage.com/infograph/publish/f5c8e64a-1480-4d14-a14c-db0fcb639bde and
at the end of this document).
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The image on the first page is of my own.
The name TO.Flow is a pun, as TO is the postal code for Turin – Torino. Ok, not a great name… 
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